QUESTION: (P-03) Team Member Feedback - Please comment on specific areas he/she can improve and areas they are doing very well. Please make your comments constructive, helpful, and specific. Please make it a long comment.

   → Wendy Turner: Wendy was an average team member. She did come to a quite a few team meetings. Seemed to end up with some pretty easy tasks to complete.

   → Duncan Daniels: Unfortunately, Duncan was not a very helpful member of our team. He was very late to reply to any and all communications. Usually the team had to move on to other items without his input. When he did show up, he was unprepared and frequently had to leave early.

   → Amy Parker: Amy was an integral member of our team. We could not have done it without her!

   → Paul Baxter: I feel like I have been an excellent team member. I was the first to arrange team meetings and get a shared document opened up. I asked for everyone's phone numbers to start a group text. I did everything I could to be the best team member possible.

QUESTION: (T-03) Team Strengths, Weaknesses, Actions - Considering how your team works together, what things does your team do particularly well?

   → Team: We had some great brainstorming sessions to get our group project of the ground. After that we distributed different parts of the assignment to each other.

QUESTION: (T-03) Team Strengths, Weaknesses, Actions - All teams experience some difficulties. What particular challenges has your team recently faced?

   → Team: Some members of our team did not complete their part of the assignment on time. We had to wait until the last minute to put it together and turn it in.

QUESTION: (T-03) Team Strengths, Weaknesses, Actions - Considering how your team works together, what things does your team need to improve?

   → Team: Completing individual tasks on time. Not waiting until the last minute.
Feedback Statements By Duncan Daniels to Team Members and Team

QUESTION: (P-03) Team Member Feedback - Please comment on specific areas he/she can improve and areas they are doing very well. Please make your comments constructive, helpful, and specific. Please make it a long comment.

→ Wendy Turner: Wendy was a pretty decent team member. She did just what she needed to do in order to accomplish the assignment.

→ Paul Baxter: Paul was pretty much a team leader. He took charge when we needed someone to step up and do so. He helped us get organized and identify responsibilities.

→ Amy Parker: Amy did a big portion of the project. She deserves a lot of credit as she really delivered.

→ Duncan Daniels: I tried my best to be a helpful team member. I had some major life issues arise that caused me to lose focus on school work.

QUESTION: (T-03) Team Strengths, Weaknesses, Actions - Considering how your team works together, what things does your team do particularly well?

→ Team: We were very organized and planned everything out.

QUESTION: (T-03) Team Strengths, Weaknesses, Actions - All teams experience some difficulties. What particular challenges has your team recently faced?

→ Team: One team member had some personal issues and wasn't able to contribute much.

QUESTION: (T-03) Team Strengths, Weaknesses, Actions - Considering how your team works together, what things does your team need to improve?

→ Team: Making sure everyone contributes their portion of the assignment.
Feedback Statements By Amy Parker to Team Members and Team

QUESTION: (P-03) Team Member Feedback - Please comment on specific areas he/she can improve and areas they are doing very well. Please make your comments constructive, helpful, and specific. Please make it a long comment.

→ Wendy Turner: Wendy was an okay teammate. She did submit a first draft that needed some revision. But it was a good place to start rather than with nothing.

→ Duncan Daniels: I guess Duncan had some family issues and had a hard time meeting up to the expectations of the team.

→ Paul Baxter: Paul was a good teammate. He was the first to start a shared Google doc so we could keep notes together. Everyone started writing their paper in the shared doc and it was very helpful.

→ Amy Parker: I worked very hard on this group project. I really wanted to get an A on the project, even if I had to do most of the work myself. This was nothing to do with my teammates, it's just I'm very determined to get a good grade.

QUESTION: (T-03) Team Strengths, Weaknesses, Actions - Considering how your team works together, what things does your team do particularly well?

→ Team: We were able to pull off a really well polished product at the end that we can all be proud of.

QUESTION: (T-03) Team Strengths, Weaknesses, Actions - All teams experience some difficulties. What particular challenges has your team recently faced?

→ Team: I would say we had very few difficulties. I tried to do a big portion of the project just to ensure we had something really good to turn in at the end.

QUESTION: (T-03) Team Strengths, Weaknesses, Actions - Considering how your team works together, what things does your team need to improve?

→ Team: I suppose I could let go a little bit and not try to control so much of the project. I should allow others to take on more.
Feedback Statements By Wendy Turner to Team Members and Team

QUESTION: (P-03) Team Member Feedback - Please comment on specific areas he/she can improve and areas they are doing very well. Please make your comments constructive, helpful, and specific. Please make it a long comment.

→ Duncan Daniels: Duncan had some problems that made him late with his participation.

→ Paul Baxter: Paul did a lot of work right at the beginning. He got us started and moving along.

→ Amy Parker: A great team member. She took on a lot of work and nearly did the whole project herself.

→ Wendy Turner: I already have a lot going on in my life being a single mom and going to school. I try to give what I can while trying to have a work and life balance.

QUESTION: (T-03) Team Strengths, Weaknesses, Actions - Considering how your team works together, what things does your team do particularly well?

→ Team: We had a great planning session right at the beginning. That planning session allowed us to identify what work needed to be done and to divide it among the team members.

QUESTION: (T-03) Team Strengths, Weaknesses, Actions - All teams experience some difficulties. What particular challenges has your team recently faced?

→ Team: A few of us have busy working lives. It is hard to keep up with school work, a full time job, and raising a family.

QUESTION: (T-03) Team Strengths, Weaknesses, Actions - Considering how your team works together, what things does your team need to improve?

→ Team: n/a